
Exat projetion funtions for �oating pointnumber onstraints�Claude MICHELClaude.Mihel�sophia.inria.fréquipe COPRINI3S - INRIAINRIA - Sophia Antipolis2004, route des Luioles - BP 9306902 - Sophia-Antipolis edex - FraneAbstratThis paper introdues a new framework for �ltering onstraints over�oating-point numbers. An important appliation area where suh solversare required is test ase generation, i.e., �nding input values for whih aseleted point in a proedure is exeuted. It has been shown that thelatter problem an be handled e�iently by translating a non-trivial im-perative program into a CSP over �nite domains. However, when theseprograms ontain arithmeti operations that involve �oating-point num-bers, the hallenge is to ompute test data that are valid even when thearithmeti operations performed by the program to be tested are unsafe.Filtering tehniques used in solvers over R do not preserve all solutions ofontraints over �oating point numbers and thus, annot be used to prunethe domains of the variables. We introdue here a FP -2B-onsisteny, aspeialization of 2B-onsisteny, whih is safe for onstraints over �oatingpoint numbers. More preisely, we provide the mathematial frameworkfor the omputation of projetion funtions required to implement FP -2B-onsisteny.1 IntrodutionStrutural testing is still widely used in the proess of software validation [GBM98℄.The generation of test data � i.e. �nding input values for whih a seleted pointin a proedure is exeuted � is the bottlenek of this tehnique. Thus, the au-tomati test data generation (ATDG) is a real hallenge (e.g. [DO93, ZHM97,Got00, NGS00℄).�This work is partially supported by the RNTL projet INKA1



1 INTRODUCTION 2Constraint tehniques provide an e�etive framework to handle automatitest data generation. It has been shown that the ATDG problem an be handlede�iently by translating a non-trivial imperative program into a CSP [GBR98,Got00℄. Inka [Got00℄ is an automati test data generator based on onstraintsystems. It handles a signi�ant subset of the C language but it is not yet ableto deal with �oating point expressions. Our goal is to extend Inka with �oatingpoint numbers. Thus, this paper fouses on the resolution of onstraint systemsover �oating point numbers.The set of �oating point numbers is �nite but very large: there are morethan 108 �oating point values1 between �1:0 and 1:0. So, ombinatorial proessused by �nite onstraint tehniques are ine�etive to handle onstraints over the�oats. Solvers over reals use loal onsisteny algorithms based upon intervalnarrowing tehniques (e.g. 2B-onsisteny [Lho93℄, Box-onsisteny [VMK97℄)to prune the domains. Unfortunately, these loal onsisteny algorithms donot preserve all solutions of onstraints over the �oats, e.g., any �oating-pointvalue in [�1:77635683940025046e�15; 1:77635683940025046e�15℄ is a solutionof the relation 16:1 = 16:1 + x over the �oats2 whereas PROLOG IV reduesthe domain of x to 0:0. We have introdued in [MRL01℄ FP -Box-onsisteny, aspeialization of Box-onsisteny whih is onservative over the �oats. The mainlimitation of FP -Box-onsisteny is that, though the bound of the omputedinterval are onservative approximations of the solutions, they are not solutions.2B-onsisteny omputes intervals the bounds of whih are solutions of theonstraint. Moreover, when no variable ours more than one, 2B-onsistenyis muh more e�ient than Box-onsisteny [CDR98, Gra01℄. 2B-onsisteny�xpoint algorithms are based on projetion funtions. The point is that inverseprojetion funtions annot be diretly omputed for onstraints over the �oats:e.g. for onstraint 16:0 = 16:0 + x, the inverse projetion funtion is x =[16:0; 16:0℄� [16:0; 16:0℄ whih yields [0:0; 0:0℄ while any �oating point numbersin [�8:88178419700125232e� 16; 1:77635683940025046e� 15℄ is a solution3.This paper introdues FP -2B-onsisteny � a speialization of 2B-onsisteny� whih is based on exat projetions of onstraints over �oating point num-bers. Exat projetions of onstraints greatly ease the labelling proess: e.g., a�ltering of onstraints x � x = 2:0; x � 0:0 yields ; with a rounding mode setto near and [1:4142135623730951; 1:4142135623730951℄4 � the only solution �with a rounding mode set to �1.This paper is organized as followed: setion 2 realls some basis about �oat-ing point numbers as well as the neessary notations and de�nitions; setion 3formally de�nes �oating point onstraint system and FP -2B-onsisteny; themathematial framework for the omputation of projetion funtions is intro-dued in setion 4. Finally, setion 5 disusses some implementation relatedissues and onlude.1In double.2with a rounding mode set to near3with a rounding mode set to near4with a Spar �oating point unit.



2 NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 32 Notations and de�nitions2.1 NotationsWe mainly use the notations suggested by Kearfott [Kea96℄. Thus, throughout,boldfae will denote intervals, lower ase will denote salar quantities, and upperase will denote vetors and sets. Brakets �[.℄� will delimit intervals whileparentheses �(.)� will delimit vetors. Undersores will denote lower bounds ofintervals and oversores will denote upper bounds of intervals.We will also use the following notations, whih are slightly non-standard:� R denotes the set of real numbers; F� denotes an idealized disret subsetof R (see de�nition 3);� v stands for a onstant in F�, v+ (resp. v�) orresponds to the smallest(resp. largest) number of F� stritly greater (resp. lower) than v;� f : R ! R denotes a stritly inreasing funtion over R; f�1 denotesthe inverse funtion of f (i.e. the funtion suh that f�1(f(x)) = x);f̂r denotes the exatly rounded implementation of f over F� omputedwith rounding mode r 2 f�1;+1; 0; nearg, and f̂�1r denotes the exatlyrounded implementation of f�1 over F� omputed with rounding moder 2 f�1;+1; 0; nearg;�  : F�n ! Bool denotes a onstraint over the �oats; X() denotes thevariables ourring in onstraint .2.2 Intervals over the �oatsDe�nition 1 (Interval over F�). An interval x = [x;x℄ with x 2 F� andx 2 F� is the set fx 2 F� j x � x � xg.The reader should notie that an interval does not represent an in�nite andontinuous subset of R but a �nite subset of F�.In the following, I will denote the set of intervals, ordered by set inlusion,and U(I) will denote the set of unions of intervals.De�nition 2 (Set extension).Let S be a subset of F�. The Hull of S �denoted �S� is the smallest intervalx suh that S � x.2.3 Basis of �oating point numbersFloating point numbers have been introdued to allow to approximate opera-tions over R with omputers. The most widely available standard for �oatingpoint omputation is the IEEE 754 standard [ANS85℄. For the sake of simpli-ity, we will not onsider the �oating point numbers de�ned by the standard butuse rather the following idealized set:



3 CONSTRAINTS OVER FLOATING POINT NUMBERS 4De�nition 3 (Idealized set of �oating point numbers). F� = fm:2e jm 2 Z; e 2 Z; 2��1 � jmj < 2�; e � eming [ f0g is the set of �oating pointnumbers.F� is an idealized set of �oating point numbers where numbers have a �bit long mantissa. The purpose of F� is to avoid to have to deal with somesingularities like 1 arithmeti or signed zero (i.e. �0:0).Most of the time, the result of an operation over �oating point numbers isnot a �oating point number. In order to lose the operations over F�, a roundingoperator must be applied to the result. The rounding operator � maps a valueof R to a �oating point number. IEEE 754 de�nes four rounding modes. The�rst three rounding modes have the following de�nitions:� Rounding to +1 is de�ned by �+1(x) = minfy 2 F� j x � yg,� Rounding to �1 is de�ned by ��1(x) = maxfy 2 F� j x � yg,� Rounding to 0 is de�ned by�zero(x) = (��1(x) i� x � 0;�+1(x) i� x < 0:Rounding to the nearest, �near, is more ompliate to de�ne. Informallyspeaking, x is rounded to the nearest �oating point number. When x is equallydistant from two �oating point numbers, then x is rounded to the �oating pointnumber whose mantissa least signi�ant bit is even. More formally, rounding tonearest is de�ned by:�near(x) = xk with xk 2 F� and,(mid(x�k ; xk) < x < mid(xk; x+k ) or;x = mid(x�k ; xk) or x = mid(xk; x+k ) with even(LSB(mantissa(xk)));where mid(a; b) is the middle of [a; b℄.The IEEE 754 standard de�nes exatly rounded operations and funtions. Afuntion is exatly rounded when its value is omputed over R with an in�nitepreision before being rounded to a �oating point number. Suh a funtion f̂rwhere the rounding mode r 2 f�1;+1; 0; nearg has the following property:f̂r(x) = �r(f(x)).3 Constraints over �oating point numbers3.1 Floating point CSPsA FCSP (�oating-point onstraint system) is a triple (X ;D; C) de�ned by:� a set of variables X = fx1; :::; xng;



3 CONSTRAINTS OVER FLOATING POINT NUMBERS 51 IN (in C, inout D)2 Q f< xi; j > j j 2 C and xi 2 X(j)g3 while Q 6= ;4 extrat < xi; j > from Q5 D0  narrowing(D; xi; j)6 if D0 6= D then7 D  D08 Q Q [ f< xl; k > j k 6= j ^ (xl; xi) 2 X(k)g10 endif11 endwhileFigure 1: FP -2B-onsisteny standard interval narrowing algorithm� a set D = fD1; :::; Dng of urrent domains Di where Di is a �nite set ofpossible �oating-point values for variable xi;� a set C of onstraints between the variables.A onstraint  on the ordered set of variables X() = (x1; :::; xr) is asubset T () of the Cartesian produt (D1 � ::: �Dr) that spei�es the allowedombinations of values for variables (x1; :::; xn). A rounding mode Round() isassoiated to every onstraint  2 C.A solution of a FCSP de�ned by the 3-uplet (X ;D; C) is a n-uplet <v1; : : : ; vn > of �oating-point values suh that 8j 2 C, j(v1; :::; vn) holds w.r.t.the rounding mode Round(j).3.2 FP -2B-onsistenyFP -2B-onsisteny is a speialized 2B-onsisteny [Lho93℄ for �oating pointnumber onstraints. 2B-onsisteny is a relaxation of Ar-onsisteny. Roughlyspeaking, a onstraint  is FP -2B-onsisteny if for any variable x in , thereexist values in the domains of all other variables whih satis�es  when x is seteither to x or to x.De�nition 4 (FP -2B-onsisteny).Let (X ;D; C) be a FCSP ,  2 C, a k-ary onstraint,  is FP -2B-onsistentif, 8xi 2 X(); Di = �fvi 2 Di j 9v1 2 D1; : : : ; 9vi�1 2 Di�1; 9vi+1 2Di+1; : : : ; 9vk 2 Dk suh that (v1; : : : ; vi�1; vi; vi+1; : : : ; vn) holdsw.r.t. the rounding mode Round()g.A FCSP is FP -2B-onsistent, i� all its onstraints are FP -2B-onsistent.FP -2B-onsisteny is omputed by a standard interval narrowing algorithm(see �g. 1) derived from AC3 [Ma77℄. The implementation of FP -2B-onsistenyis based on projetion funtions.For instane, onsider onstraint  : x1+x2 = x3. Three projetion funtionsan be de�ned:



4 COMPUTATION OF THE PROJECTION FUNCTIONS 68><>:f1 : x1  x3 � x2;f2 : x2  x3 � x1;f3 : x3  x1 + x2:Sine these funtions are monotoni, the bounds of the domains of the variablesan be trivially omputed with the funtions: e.g. the new bound x10 of variablex1 is de�ned by x10  minff1(x1);x1g. More formally, projetion funtionsould be de�ned in the following way:De�nition 5 (Constraint projetion [CDR98℄).�i(;X ) : (C; I) ! U(I) is the projetion of  on xi i� �i(;X ) = fvi 2 Di j9(v1; : : : ; vi�1; vi+1; : : : ; vk) 2 D1 � : : :�Di�1 �Di+1 � : : :�Dk suh that(v1; : : : ; vi�1; vi; vi+1; : : : ; vk) holds w.r.t. Round()g.De�nition 6 (Approximation of the projetion [CDR98℄).APi(;X ) : (C; I) ! U(I) is an approximation of �i(;X ) i� APi(;X ) =��i(;X ).The omputation ofAPi is di�ult in the general ase. The usual workaroundonsists in rewriting eah onstraint in primitive binary and ternary onstraintsfor whih the projetion is easy to ompute [Lho93℄. These funtions arestraightforward to ompute for onstraints de�ned over R. Next setion showshow these funtions an be de�ned for onstraints over �oating point numbers.4 Computation of the projetion funtionsFor the sake of simpliity and without loss of generality, we restrit ourselvesto stritly inreasing funtions over R. We also assume that these funtions areexatly rounded.4.1 Floating point expressionsExpressions in programming languages are more ruled than onstraints. A di-reted ayli graph (DAG) is often used to represent them. An expression likex1 = x2 + x3 in C states the omputation of x1 given x2 and x3. However,espeially with �oating point numbers, it does not allows to diretly omputex2 or x3 given the two other values.In this paper, we assume that onstraints over �oating point numbers arerepresented by a DAG as this representation apture the orientation of theontrol �ow. As a onsequene, two kinds of projetion funtions are de�ned:� diret projetion funtion whih omputes the projetion on the variablewhih represents the result of the expression in the program.� inverse projetion funtion whih omputes the projetion on any othervariable involved in the onstraint.These two types of projetion funtions require appropriate mathematial toolsthat are introdued in the next setions.



4 COMPUTATION OF THE PROJECTION FUNCTIONS 74.2 Computing the diret projetion funtionIn [MRL01℄, we have shown how the nie properties of the interval arithmetiould be used to build a safe �ltering algorithm for FCSP . This algorithmmainly relies on the following property: �fy 2 F� j y = f̂r(x); x 2 x; r 2f�1;+1; 0; neargg = [f̂�1(x); f̂+1(x)℄. In other words, interval arithmeti,when omputed with �oating point numbers and with outward rounding, pre-serves the solution over F� (provided the omputation follows the same oper-ation order than the one spei�ed by the expression over F�; suh an orderdepends on the language). This result provides a mean to ompute a safe di-ret projetion funtion whatever the rounding mode is. When the rounding isknown, a more aurate projetion funtion an be de�ned (an outward round-ing overestimates the exat projetion).A well known property of rounding operator � is its monotoniity [KM81℄:let u; v 2 R; u � v ) �r(u) � �r(v);8r 2 f�1;+1; 0; nearg. Thus, when therounding mode is known, an exat diret projetion funtion ould be omputed:let r 2 f�1;+1; 0; nearg be a rounding mode, �fy 2 F� j y = f̂r(x); x 2 xg =[f̂r(x); f̂r(x)℄.4.3 Computing the inverse projetion funtionsThis setion addresses the omputation of the inverse projetion. We assumehere that f̂�1r exist and is exatly rounded. The existene of f̂�1r ensures that f̂ris an inreasing funtion over F� as a stritly inreasing funtion over R ouldbe onstant over F�.For a start, let us onsider a simple equation: f̂+1(x) = yk where yk is a�oating point onstant. Over F�, the following proposition holds:Proposition 1. �fx 2 F� j f̂+1(x) = ykg = x withx = [�+(f�1(y�k )); ��1(f�1(yk))℄where �+(x) = (x+ i� x 2 F�;�+1(x) otherwise:Proof. Sine f̂+1 is an exatly rounded funtion, we have:f̂+1(x) = yk , �+1(f(x)) = yk:It follows from the de�nition of rounding to +1 that:y�k < f(x) � yk:Thus, over R, any �oating point number x suh that f̂+1(x) = yk is boundedby: f�1(y�k ) < x � f�1(yk) (1)



4 COMPUTATION OF THE PROJECTION FUNCTIONS 8Equation 1 yields a bounding of x by two real values. What we are looking for isthe smallest interval x over F� whih inludes all the solutions of the equation.The upper bound of x is bounded by x � f�1(yk). Thus, we need to get thebiggest �oating point number u suh that u � f�1(yk). This is nothing but thede�nition of rounding to �1.x is bounded by the lowest �oating point number l suh that f�1(y�k ) < l. Byde�nition, a rounding to +1 of f�1(y�k ) gives�+1(f�1(y�k )) = minfv 2 F� j v � f�1(y�k )gwhih provides a lower bound of x suh that x is inlusive of all the solutionsof the equation. But we an re�ne the lower bound to get the smallest x w.r.t.inlusion. The point with the lower bound is that if the result of f�1(y�k ) is a�oating point number, then �+1(f�1(y�k )) = f�1(y�k ) while we have a stritinequality. Thus, eah time the omputation is exat, the lowest �oating pointnumber l suh that l > f�1(y�k ) is l = (�+1(f�1(y�k )))+.It is a well known result that rounding operation preserve the monotoniity.The previous formula makes use of the �+ operator whih is also a monotonioperator. Intuitively, the �+ just hanges the mapping the �+1 operator usedto do from (y�k ; yk℄ ! yk to [y�k ; yk) ! yk. Thus, the proposition 1 ould nowbe extended to intervals, i.e. when the parameter of the funtion is an intervalinstead of a single �oating point number.Proposition 2. �fx 2 F� j f̂+1(x) = y; y 2 yg = y withy = [�+(f�1(y�)); ��1(f�1(y))℄:Proof. Let S = fx 2 F� j f̂+1(x) = y; y 2 yg. By indution, we have8x 2 S; y� < f(x) � yThus, over R f�1(y�) < x � f�1(y) (2)Equation 2 is a bounding over R of the solutions. To get the solutions over F�,the bounds must be rounded. The biggest �oating point number lower thanf�1(y) is, by de�nition, ��1(f�1(y)). The left bound of our set over F� is, asin proposition 1, given by �+(f�1(y�)).Figure 2 shows the propositions for the other rounding modes. They anbe proved following the same reasoning as for rounding to +1. Note that theoperator�� introdued in �gure 2 preserves the monotoniity (intuitively, ��1maps [yk; y+k )! yk while �� maps (yk; y+k ℄! yk).The next proposition helps to implement the inverse projetion and pro-vides a mean to ompute a safe inverse projetion when the rounding mode isunknown. It is straightforward to show that:Proposition 6. �fx 2 F� j f̂r(x) = y; y 2 y; r 2 f+1;�1; 0;neargg = xwith x = [�+(f�1(y�)); ��(f�1(y+))℄:



5 DISCUSSION 9Proposition 3. �fx 2 F� j f̂�1(x) = y; y 2 yg = x withx = [�+1(f�1(y)); ��(f�1(y+))℄where ��(x) = (x� i� x 2 F�;��1(x) otherwise:Proposition 4. �fx 2 F� j f̂0(x) = y; y 2 yg = x withx = (�+(f�1(y�)) i� y � 0;�+1(f�1(y)) i� y > 0:x = (��1(f�1(y)) i� y < 0;��(f�1(y+)) i� y � 0:Proposition 5. �fx 2 F� j f̂near(x) = y; y 2 yg = x withx = (�+(f�1(mid(y�;y))) i� LSB of y is odd;�+1(f�1(mid(y�;y))) i� LSB of y is evenx = (��(f�1(mid(y;y+))) i� LSB of y is odd;��1(f�1(mid(y;y+))) i� LSB of y is even:Figure 2: Inverse projetion funtions5 DisussionUp to now, the omputability issue have been disarded. Though the resultspresented here have been obtained under strong hypotheses, they an be easilyextended to �t to the IEEE 754 standard.Inverse projetion funtions for rounding to f�1;+1; 0g are omputablewithin F� without di�ulties. Inluded in the IEEE 754 standard [ANS85℄ isa �ag whih is raised whenever the result of an operation (before the roundingoperation) does not belong to F�. Suh an information an be used to implementthe �+ and �� operators.The round to the nearest mode annot be omputed within F�. The middleof two suessive �oating point values annot be represented in F�. It requiresa set of �oating point numbers F�+1 whose mantissa has one more bit. Never-theless, the omputation of the inverse projetion ould be ahieved by meansof a type whih supersets the initial type (e.g. double to implement an inverseprojetion funtion for simple), a library whih implements a superset of F�,or with the help of proposition 6.An implementation based on a full IEEE 754 standard also requires to handle
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